A FINANCIAL ENGINE

[  A DECENTRALIZED FINANCIAL SYSTEM  ]
ABSTRACT

A purely peer-to-peer mechanism to structure contractual relationships would allow mutually distrusting parties to draft contracts without reliance on the legal system for dispute resolution. These agreements, also known as ‘Smart Contracts’, can be entered by committing to a digital contract drafted in code, and disputes can be resolved by executing such code on a public decentralized network.

Current platforms lack the functionality or security required to reliably execute financial contracts. Zen is a new smart contract platform that enables the creation, facilitation, and resolution, of contractual obligations. Based on the Bitcoin paradigm (UTXO verification), we make use of ZF*, a functional language used for formal verification, to express and verify proofs of bounds on contract resource consumption. In Zen, all tokens are “first class citizens”, multiple assets are supported, and the Bitcoin network is observed to facilitate interoperability.
The core team at Zen protocol started working together in 2014 in the blockchain space and after years of research began development of the Zen Protocol in June 2016.

The motivation which spawned the vision of Zen is that we believe that people have a right to own their financial assets, and we feel a responsibility to provide people with the necessary tools to empower themselves.

Use cryptography to create, trade, and store conventional financial assets, contracts, and instruments over a decentralized network.
Conventional Finance

Rather than be exposed to counterparty risk, we use financial institutions as trusted intermediaries. These financial institutions facilitate the majority of economic transactions. **These institutions limit our freedoms:**

- **Limited Access**
  Financial institutions restrict *who* can access the financial system, and *what* they can do in the financial system.

- **Limited ownership/control**
  To a certain extent we do not fully own or control our assets, rather we have an obligation from the bank.
  The bank can fail to fulfill this obligation, due to insolvency or confiscation.
If we removed our dependence on third parties, we could reclaim ownership of our assets and our liberties. We believe we would have more efficient markets, with less red tape and fees.

Using Bitcoin technology, we can create a decentralized financial system.

A new blockchain, specialized for finance, allows us to own our assets cryptographically, and enforces the cash flows which emanate from those assets using smart contracts.
A new custom-built blockchain

The space is filled with centralized blockchains focused on finance, and decentralized blockchains focused on non financial use cases. We see the potential of blockchain technology - decentralized finance. Zen attempts to fill that niche in the market.

Do we really need another Blockchain?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DECENTRALIZED</th>
<th>CENTRALIZED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL</td>
<td><strong>Bitcoin, Zen</strong></td>
<td>Bank chains, R3CEV, digital assets, holdings, etc…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON FINANCIAL</td>
<td>Ethereum, Appcoins</td>
<td>Supply chain, blockchains IBM, Skuchain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bitcoin is decentralized money

We believe Bitcoin is the ultimate form of money. Satoshi chose to limit Bitcoin’s features in order to focus on Bitcoin serving the role of money. Satoshi argued “Piling every proof-of-work quorum system in the world into one dataset doesn’t scale.”

Bitcoin lacks the functionality required for finance.

We need a new blockchain for decentralized finance, a blockchain which has support for multiple assets and complex ownership constructs.
Ethereum's goal is to be a platform for developing decentralized applications, for example Facebook or Uber without a central server. Ethereum is a developer focused platform and provides convenient programming languages (Solidity) and Application Binary Interfaces (ABI).

In order to enable this functionality, Ethereum provides the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), where computational cycles are counted—the gas system is used.
Zen is decentralized finance

Zen is a new platform focused on decentralized financial instruments. Zen enables peer to peer access to both new and conventional assets.

Just as Bitcoin removed our reliance on banks to transfer money, Zen removes our reliance on banks to engage in finance.
Tiles

Unlike Bitcoin which only has support for BTC, or Ethereum which has ERC 20 contracts, Zen has multi tokens built in at the protocol level.

That means that every sort of token in Zen has a similar status to the Zen native token. Therefore every contract in Zen can hold and manage any other token, and any token can be used to pay transaction fees to miners.

This is of particular interest as it allows financial contracts to be denominated in "normal" currencies such as the dollar or euro. Tokens are stored in transaction outputs, just as in Bitcoin, and can be unlocked with the right permissions, then locked again in new outputs.

Tokens generally have value because:

- People believe they have value
- They are backed by contracts which hold collateral
Contracts

Contracts are written in F* – a functional, dependently typed, high level, formally verified language. Formal verification, coupled with a cost model, enables all contracts in the Zen Protocol to prove how long they take to run before they ever enter the blockchain.

Contracts are immutable – (Their code never changes). Therefore each contract can have a unique mathematical identifier (its hash). Using this hash, it is easy to associate tokens and proofs with a contract.

Each contract lives in isolation from the rest of the blockchain –
A contract can only change the state of the blockchain and communicate with other contracts by creating a transaction. Contracts do not do anything independently. Rather, they act as validation data, which is used to help nodes determine whether or not to accept a transaction.
Active Contract Set

- Upon activation, contracts are converted from F* to machine code.
- The compiled contracts are stored in the node's RAM.
- Contracts must be active to create transactions, such as sending or issuing tokens.
- Anyone can activate or extend a contract with a contract sacrifice.

The Contract Sacrifice.

- The contract sacrifice compensates the miners who must maintain the contract. The sacrifice is divided among the miners who find blocks during the active period.
- While transaction fees can be paid in any token, the contract sacrifice must be paid in Zen.
Let's look at how Tokens, Contracts, and the Active Contract Set work together to create a peer to peer financial contract.

1. Alice writes a contract for difference (CFD) on AAPL for 30 days.
2. Alice makes money if AAPL goes down.
3. Her counterparty makes money if AAPL goes up.
• Alice activates the contract for 3 blocks.

• Alice collateralizes the active contract, entering a short position.

• Bob sees the collateralized contract and takes the other side by sending tokens.
USE CASE - AAPL CFD
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- The contract becomes inactive
- Bob can still exit his position by selling his Contract Token to someone else.
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- After 30 days the contract needs to be reactivated to withdraw the escrowed funds.
- If Alice and Chris agree that AAPL is up 70% they sign a transaction where Alice gets 0.3 $\alpha$ and Chris gets 1.7 $\alpha$.

BUT WHAT IF ALICE IS NOT COOPERATIVE?
**INTRODUCING ORACLES**

Oracles allow contracts to operate on real world data

Contracts state in advance which oracle(s) will be relied on to provide data to the contract.

Legal contracts use judges and are arbitrated in court, smart contracts use oracles and are arbitrated on the blockchain.

How oracles work:

1. Oracles pull data from web APIs and sort them into a Merkle Tree; Each leaf is salted with a secret/nonce.
2. When a user needs to provide the contract with a specific leaf/piece of data (i.e. to resolve a dispute), the user pays the oracle and the oracle reveals the nonce.
3. Using the nonce, the user can prove to the contract what the committed price is and withdraw funds.
Dispute resolution

So in the event that Alice and Chris cannot agree then Chris will pay the oracle to provide him with the secret (S1).

- Chris then sends the secret and the call option to the contract, and the contract pays chris 1.7alpha.
Past efforts to increase complexity in ‘blockchain’ systems have taken two strategies:

1. Create an alternative blockchain which necessitates the use of an AltCoin.
2. Create a supplementary protocol, e.g. a side-chain, which lacks a proprietary token and thus differs from Bitcoin’s incentive/security mechanisms.

Zen takes a new approach, a separate blockchain with its own token, which runs in parallel to the Bitcoin network.

**Merged Consensus** – Zen miners mine the Zen Blockchain and observe the Bitcoin Blockchain. This allows cross-chain functionality.

**Cross-Chain Contract** – Collateral is held in the Zen chain, but the premium is paid to a Bitcoin address.
Multi-Hash Mining – token holder representation

- Different hash functions can be used to find a block.
- Each hash function has a different difficulty requirement.
- Target ratio of blocks generated by each hash function is established by Zen token holders.
Technology stack is chosen in Q4 2016.

The idea is formalized in Q3 2016.

The cost model is completed in Q1 2017.

Smart contracts and oracle are developed in Q2 2017.

Refactoring and developing contracts are completed in Q3 2017.

A release candidate is created in Q1 2018.

The ecosystem is being built in Q3 2018.

A successful alpha release is made in Q4 2017.

The Genesis block is achieved in Q2 2018.
We currently have a working alpha with a blockchain built from scratch, implementation of the ACS, smart contracts written in F* that prove their cost, and oracles fetching stock prices from intrinio.com.
We're a small team building a very big product.
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Ash studied Maths, Physics & CS at McGill University and worked on research in Homotopy Type Theory.
We’re a small team building a very big product.
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Elan Perach  
Head of Product  
Elan has started multiple startups, an NFX.com alumni, has been in the crypto space since 2011, and built the first website to sell bitcoin in Israel.

Eleanor Milstein  
Art Director  
Eli is our product design guru, bringing 6 years of experience from several startups both as a product designer and as a co-founder.
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